Examples of Planetary Combinations
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Find a synthesis for the outer planetary combinations based
on what you know about the planets involved and the world
they operate in…Celestial, Middle or Underworld.
Jupiter Pluto expands themes of death and rebirth for
personal empowerment.
Jupiter Neptune expands the mystical qualities of Neptune.
Jupiter Uranus expands the revolutionary nature of Uranus
Jupiter Saturn is most useful for manifestation for things on
our resume or what you do and what the world needs to
have done is aligned and supportive.
Saturn and Neptune – Saturn’s boundaries, rules, and
learning through limitation is combined with Neptune’s
perception that “this world” isn’t real…only the mystical and
transcendent is real. Is about how to bring the boundless
into practical form or into the boundaries of this reality in
ways that are useful.
Combines the Senex (Latin word for Old Man-someone in
good standing in the family and community) with the Eternal
Youth. Puer or Puella. Old when you are Young and Young
when you are Old. When unhealthy version may seem
alternately controlling, old, cranky know-it-all or an
irresponsible youth who doesn’t take on any responsibility.
Saturn Neptune is the practical dreamer who can ground
mystical visions or dreams into this reality. Many mystics
have this signature (Rudolph Steiner and Daniel Giamario)
Intent is to synthesize practicality with spirituality.
Uranus and Pluto – (1963-1969 and in 1968 Jupiter was
conjunct them both) Combines totally up and out with totally
down and in simultaneously.
Transcendent creativity, expansion of consciousness and the
mind, breaking through to new realities through
revolutionary change is meeting with the transformative
underworld process of death and rebirth through feeling
what you really feel and facing the fears.
Abbie Hoffman describes this combination by saying, “Sure
we were Crazy, Arrogant, and Delusional, but we were also
Right!”
This 60’s combo transformed our ability to synthesize our
ability to communicate in both worlds. 1968 Jupiter further
amplified Pluto’s Wild, powerful, organic irrational descent
into the deepest interior with Uranian breakthrough, novelty,
ultimate freedom and ascension.
1965-66 Saturn and Chiron were opposite Uranus and Pluto

Saturn and Pluto – 1947, 1948, 1980’s and 2001 square 2010
This is the world of Human Laws or Rules encountering the
world of Natural Instinctual Law. Pluto (water) and Saturn
(earth) together when child learns not to stick finger in fire,
both are about natural law. Both are feminine energies.
Saturn is like Vishnu – Pluto is like Shiva… Patriarchy can’t
control Pluto – can’t control death and destruction.
The intent of the Saturn Pluto combination is to have the
rules, the order or human created structures of life, and the
conscious mind, get-along with the purely instinctual, organic
realm of conscious awareness.
Pluto in Capricorn (or when Pluto transits natal Saturn or
Saturn and Pluto are together in the sky) the synthesis is
about having a different relationship with the operating
manual – a blending of natural human desire for order and
security with the wild, unpredictable, instinctual nature we
also carry.
Saturn, Uranus and Neptune 1988 to 1991. Occurs every 650
years and not always in Capricorn. In 1993 Uranus and
Neptune were exact but Saturn had moved on to Aquarius.
This combination is the mystical, eccentric, spacious nonsecular (spiritual) qualities combining with the secular
(worldly), grounded practical energy of Saturn.
Uranus and Neptune are informing Saturn of a larger view.
Uranus dislocates Saturn’s assemblage point and Neptune
dissolves, bringing in the mystical qualities and feelings of
love and compassion. When healthy in this combination
Saturn is intelligent enough to see the old order is finished
and something revolutionary and cosmic is being birthed.
This was when the Soviet Union disbanded and the Berlin
Wall came down.
Neptune and Pluto – a rare combo. Mystical, ideal and wild
unfettered organic energy that is irrational and out of control
at the same time.
Chiron with any other planet is the leading edge to distill the
elixir of the other planet. Chiron Neptune (2009 to 2012)
wound of punctured idealism.

